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Accenture and EFE
Experts Discuss Back
to School in the Age of
Online Learning
As students around the
world prepare to return to the
classroom, EFE's fourth virtual event in our Resilience Series will examine
challenges and opportunities facing students as they delve into new forms of
education. On September 22 at 9:30 AM EST, Accenture Middle East Market Unit
Managing Director Alexis Lecanuet and marketing specialist and EFE-Egypt
trainer Nevine Nakhla will talk all things digital transformation and online learning.
We hope you'll join us for what promises to be a fascinating event! Register here.

LMS Goes Live with EFE-Egypt
EFE-Egypt is the first Affiliate to be onboarded to the Learning Management
System (LMS), and they are currently using it to implement a course for 18
students funded by USAID and in partnership with IIE. 

With the help of the LMS platform,
EFE-Global and EFE-Egypt are
helping IIE provide winners of
USAID's Local Scholarship Program
with career counseling, mentorship,
civic engagement training, internship
placements, and job placement
training and support to the students
throughout their university programs.

Staff across the EFE Network are
also learning the ropes of the LMS

thanks to weekly training sessions and office hours on the system. As students
return to school this fall, we're glad to see innovative learning solutions in action! 

EFE Shares Findings on Youth and Women's
Employment in Algeria

This summer, EFE released the report
"Youth and Women’s Employment in
Algeria: Barriers and Opportunities" and
delivered two webinars highlighting the
report’s main findings. The report examines
key trends in youth and women’s
employment in Algeria,  told through the
perspectives of private sector employers
and youth themselves. With more than 53%
of Algeria’s population made up of youth
under age 30, the country has a significant
opportunity to drive economic growth if it is
able to effectively engage young men and
women in the labor market. 

With "My Craft is My Mark," EFE-Jordan Spreads
Awareness about Opportunities in the Crafts
In partnership with the German Agency for International Cooperation (GIZ) project
“Employment Oriented Vocational Training for Skilled Crafts,” which is
implemented on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ), Kreishandwerkerschaft Steinfurt-Warendorf (KH ST-
WAF), Ministry of Labour (MoL) and Technical and Vocational Skills Development
Commission (TVSDC), the "My Craft is My Mark" initiative is encouraging youth to
consider careers in the skilled crafts. To get the word out, the Affiliate launched a
webpage, posted videos on social media, and put up eye-catching banners and
billboards in all governorates of Jordan.

Affiliates Excel at Implementing Grants and
Spreading Skills

Thanks to the generous support of
our partners, EFE Affiliates have
been anything but idle across the
MENA region this summer.

In it's Catholic Relief Services-
funded COVID awareness
campaign (pictured left), EFE-
Yemen reached 2,200
households and distributed 4,400

hygiene kits and informational packets. In August, EFE Yemen expanded its online
and radio messaging campaign to share useful, factual information on COVID-19.

USAID certified that EFE-Jordan met the award requirements in its
implementation of the Training for Employment Activity grant. The Affiliate is on
track to train 2,500 in line with local market needs over three years. The evaluation
also noted EFE-Jordan's successful transition to online activities following the
COVID-19 lockdown.

EFE-Palestine is currently implementing the Finance 4 Jobs project funded by
World Bank and implemented by DAI to train doctors and nurses. Participants are
currently receiving in technical nursing training with Juzoor Foundation for Health
and Social Development, which will be followed by internships with hospitals such
as Makassed Hospital in East Jerusalem and An-Najah University Hospital in the
West Bank.

Medical professionals in Tunisia are not left behind in the field of skills
development—thanks to the support of U.S. Embassy Tunis, EFE-
Tunisie launched the Sa7ti.tn online training platform to equip medical staff with
the know-how to fight COVID-19. 

EFE-Saudi Arabia Alumni Virtually Reconnect and
Re-evaluate Goals 
Twenty-five EFE-Saudi Arabia alumni convened virtually for a personal career
development workshop in early September. The workshop gave graduates the
opportunity to reflect on their current career situations and plan their next moves.
As participant Samar Ismail noted, “I am very lucky to have been part of such a
great workshop...I am now aware of my next steps for developing myself.”

Youth Think Ahead at
EFE in the UAE
EFE in the UAE launched the
Design Your Future Career training
in partnership with HSBC and Zayed
University. The program aims to
encourage youth to anticipate
changes and opportunities in the
world around them and use their skills to thrive both personally and professionally.
At the graduation ceremony, students presented their ideas in front of a jury from
HSBC, Zayed University, and EFE.

EFE-Jordan Voted Winner of Inaugural Photo of the
Month Competition

This great shot of EFE-Jordan's team beat out fierce competition to win EFE's first
Photo of the Month competition in August. Be sure to check our social media
accounts and follow the hashtag #EFEPhotoOfTheMonth to vote for September's
winner!
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